
Rings and Packings
Sealing systems for reciprocating compressors
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COOLED AND NON-COOLED PRESSURE 
PACKING
Our pressure packing maintains its seal in low 
pressure and high pressure conditions for any 
process gas. Case designs and cooling options 
are carefully selected for each application. 

PISTON SUPPORT AND DYNAMIC SEAL
Piston and rider bands for horizontal, vertical 
or inclined pistons; for double- or single-
acting arrangements; and for lubricated or 
non-lubricated compressors.

HOERBIGER designs, manufactures and services 
packing and cylinder sealing solutions
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We design and test our sealing systems for 
the most challenging operating conditions: 
chemically inert to highly reactive gases, 
cryogenic to high operating temperatures, 
bone-dry to wet, vacuum to high pressures. 
HOERBIGER will provide a solution that 
optimizes sealing performance and lifetime. 
While HOERBIGER offers a complete line of 
standard ring and packing sealing systems, 
we continue to challenge broadly accepted 
theories to advance and redefine engineering 
and manufacturing standards of design.



WIPER PACKING
Wiper rings are carefully designed for maximum 
wiping efficiency and economy - either using 
conventional wiper designs or HOERBIGER 
advanced designs. 

INTERMEDIATE PRESSURE PACKING
HOERBIGER intermediate packings prevent 
from process gas leakage into the crankcase 
ensuring that you can run your equipment in a 
safe manner.

HY Rings & Packing Polymers
Full compressor sealing solutions are designed to industry and 
HOERBIGER standards to ensure maximum performance. 
Products are made from the best polymer materials chosen for 
each application to give long life and complete sealing. 

SERVICE AND REPAIR
As recip performance expert we understand the 
full sealing solution. We offer one-stop-shopping: 
service and repair of the compressor and its 
sealing components such as packing, piston-rod 
and piston.
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 EFFICIENT AND RELIABLE OPERATION 

�� Piston Rings and Packings made from these materials  
come with proven HOERBIGER quality and therefore   
guarantee trouble free compressor operation in most   
difficult operating conditions. 
�� Full process control from powder to finished part, ensures 

consistent quality.
�� Highest Performance Materials have proven to outperform 

competitor grades in terms of wear rate and lifetime.

The Highest Performance Materials are formulated to perform in the highest range of operating conditions of all families of 
compressed gases in the most demanding environment.

          HUGE FIELD OF APPLICATION 

�� Specifically designed for the most challenging   
applications 
�� Material selection by most experienced engineers to   

ensure perfect fit to application for longest lifetime and 
best performance
�� Highest Performance Materials are designed to cover the 

full size range

Highest Performance Materials at a glance:



Reliable components for any compressor
Rings and packings are key elements of every compressor.  
It pays not to compromise on quality when it comes to these 
vital components. HOERBIGER components made from HY 
Experience Class Materials stand out thanks to their low wear 

rates, giving long lifetimes even under demanding conditions.  
HOERBIGER carefully selects premium raw materials and 
processes them into reliable and durable components that meet 
every expectation for long effective lives. 

Why choose compressor components made from HY Experience Materials?

 � Individually customized grades to ensure best mechanical 
properties for the targeted operating conditions

 � State of the art material selection
 � High degree of standardization possible
 � Increases the efficiency and performance capability of  

your compressor
 � Tried-and-tested: reliable performance even under high 

pressure and frictional temperature
 � Durable and versatile
 � Worldwide proven quality for a wide range of applications
 � Regularly available - around the globe

The advantages of HY Experience Materials   
at a glance:

Our years of experience allows us to offer  
the best material selection available today!

Scientists, application engineers and production specialists 

at our Polymer Research Center work together to solve our 

customers’ reciprocating compressor sealing problems for 

virtually all gas and operating conditions. 

 � Robustness and reliability 
 � Considerably enhance efficiency
 � Worldwide proven quality for a wide range of applications

 � Available around the globe
 � Durable and versatile



Packing cases
HOERBIGER provides a full line of packing case assemblies covering the vast array of applications and performance demands 
required of reciprocating compressors. Application specialists design the case and internal packing rings into an integrated solution  
to meet the application´s requirements. The HOERBIGER Service branch close to you offers service and repair.

 � packing materials range from cast iron, steel, stainless steel to bronze 
 � packing design and flanges are precision machined and metallic components are 

 fully lapped to ensure gas- and water-tight packing
 � special designs for lube and non-lube service and pressures from vacuum to 350 bar (5000 psi)
 � service connections include purged, vented, and when required, gas control and monitoring systems 
 � emission-reduction packing systems meet required environmental regulations (API 618 5th Edition  

and NACE Standards optionally)
 � repair and upgrade of packing cases, piston-rods and pistons

Oil wiper packing 

 � removes oil from the piston rod as it exits the 
crankcase

 � provides a seal for pressure pulsations
 � simple, one-cup design or multiple cup  

designs to incorporate conventional oil  
wiping,  
reverse oil wiping, pulsation sealing and  
purge chamber

 � wiper rings are typically metallic but can be of 
non-metallic materials

Packing repair 

 � one stop shop: Packing cases, piston and   
piston-rod repair

 � advanced machining: grooves, channels, 
threads

 � lapping with Light-band-flatness check
 � leak testing of assembled cases & cooling  

channels
 � leak Test Certificates and API 618 Compliance
 � one year Repair Warranty (w/o internals)
 � workshops ISO 9001 Certified



Customized Emission Control and 
Monitoring Panels

How does a purged packing case work? 

 � inert Gas (e.g. nitrogen) is injected at a higher pressure  
level than the vent pressure

 � purge gas is contained between two seal rings to form  
a pressurized barrier

 � process gas is forced to flow into the vent system

          CUSTOMIZABLE 

 � HOERBIGER purge panels can be  
customized ranging from purely  
manual operation to semi-automatic  
or fully automatic solutions for remote 
sites

 � Panels can be designed to be mounted  
separately or back to back to save  
space at the site

   SAFETY 

 � ensure compliance with  
environmental emissions legislation

 � self-regulation options of purge  
pressure supply depending  on vent 
line pressure

 � all panels are designed to meet API 
618 5th edition 

 � pressure & functional test certificate 
issued 

 � all items possess traffolyte  
identifications labels

           MONITORING 

 � local monitoring and/or connected  
to the plant control system

Purged Packing cases are used to prevent the contamination of the crankcase or the compressor surrounding from flammable or  
hazardous gases. This is achieved by inert gas injected in the packing case. In order to ensure safe and efficient operation, 
HOERBIGER panels are used to control and monitor the purge pressure and flow. All panels are specifically customized to fit customer, 
application and certification needs.



Thermosleeve 

�� heat conducting pressure packing for high temperature  
applications
�� provides cooling where traditional cooling is not supported 

(poor water quality, stuffing box diameter, non-lube   
application)
�� eliminates the air gap in-between the packing assemblies and 

the stuffing box by using a special tapered expanding sleeve
�� packing is retrofittable in existing stuffing boxes: no modificati-

ons to the compressor are required

Thermosleeve

You demand top performance, and rightly so. 
With HOERBIGER, you can create the conditions 
for success.
Thanks to the HOERBIGER Excite packing cases, 
your compressor will deliver top performance, 
while keeping cool. 

Dissipating friction and compression heat reliably and 
continuously is a challenge in the production and transport  
of natural gas. There is a reliable solution. 



Cooled packing is providing all the benefits of the noncooled case plus it helps removing heat from the seals and rod by the  
use of internal passages that permit a constant coolant flow.

  HIGHEST RELIABILITY 
 

�� Case is designed without rod  
surrounding O-Rings and therefore in  
compliance with API618 requirements
�� Patent protected design is proven to  

give a more even cooling effect versus  
traditional designs

 

SCC packing case at a glance:

    EFFCIENT AND RELIABLE  
                 OPERATION 

�� The continuous longitudinal cooling 
channel is less prone to channel  
clogging
�� Can be applied to most compressors 

and applications
�� Available in different material qualities 

and can help you to standardize case 
layouts

     EASY AND INEXPENSIVE  
    MAINTENANCE 

�� The entire packing is easy to be  
cleaned and serviced as every cooling 
channel can be accessed directly



The design experts of piston rings and rider bands

Piston rings 

The piston rings are designed to seal the gas within the cylinder. 
Expanders can also be used to reduce the leak path beneath the 
piston ring thus improving seal efficiency. Piston rings are man-
ufactured using tight tolerances and are available in several cuts 
and styles.

 � straight or angle cut
 � step cut
 � gas tight designs
 � pressure balanced
 � single- or multi-segment
 � with expanders, flat or round wire, recessed or not

 
 
 
 

Piston rings restrict the flow of gas between the piston and cylinder bore. Cylinder pressure activates the piston rings to seal.  
The radial clearance between the piston ring and the piston allows the piston rings to be free floating. The radial thickness of the rider 
band is greater than the ring groove depth so that it rides on the cylinder bore and supports the piston.

The design and construction of the piston plays an important part in cylinder ring design, upgrade and modification.  
With proper material selection, careful design and close tolerance machining, piston rings provide an effective positive seal. 

 
 
Rider bands 

Rider bands support the piston and prevent metal-to-metal  
contact. Most common rider bands are either solid riders or angle 
cut with side relief. 

Material selection is critical, especially for non-lube operation. 
Selecting materials with proper strain and memory ensures  
optimal piston support and long service life at operating   
temperatures and pressures. HOERBIGER’s research and  
development, extensive testing and field experience has resulted 
in a complete portfolio of tribological materials designed for piston 
rings and rider bands. 

 � excellent sealing
 � extended lifetime
 � active piston support
 � even wear characteristics
 � mimimize frictional heat
 � protection from temporary or sudden loss of lubrication

Additional benefits of HOERBIGER  
designed cylinder rings include:



 � Piston blow-by quantified in the engineering phase
 � Piston design derived from simulation work

 � Simulated piston design shows an optimized piston  
diameter that increases rider bands lifetime 

 � Capacity losses : Initially 15% -> New Design: 3% after  
one year 

 � Lifetime increased 250% with simulated design

Findings on a Piston Upgrade Project – 
Refinery Sector

Life time increase through in-house simulation 
approach
Piston performance issues arise with the compressor activity:  30% of the compressors show a minimum of 7°C temperature increase  
in the piston chamber after one year of operation. At HOERBIGER we take the improvement of the rings lifetime very seriously. 
With our state of the art simulation techniques discharge gas temperature increase and capacity losses can be quantified.  
The piston design can then be iterated to find an optimized piston layout for your specific application.



Process Industry
 � oil production and refining
 � chemical processing
 � petrochemical processing

Natural Gas Industry
 � gas exploration
 � gas transport
 � gas storage
 � gas re-injection

Air Compressors
 � PET blow molding
 � industrial air

Industrial Gases
 � argon, ethylene, carbon dioxide,   

helium, hydrogen, nitrogen, nitrous   
oxide, oxygen, and more...

Gas conditions 
 � wet, dry, and bone-dry
 � temperatures up to 240°C (460ºF)
 � pressure from vacuum up to 690 bar 

(10,000 psi)
 � air, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, 

argon, helium
 � chlorine, ammonia
 � nitrous oxides, carbon dioxide, 

carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide
 � hydrocarbons, ethylene, ethylene   

oxides
 � hydrogen sulfide, hydrogen chloride, 

sulfur hexafluorides, vinyl chlorides,    
refrigeration

Compressor designs and sizes
 � lubricated and non-lubricated
 � cooled and non-cooled
 � single and double-acting
 � crosshead/non-crosshead
 � horizontal, vertical and inclined
 � rod diameters to 255mm (10 inches)
 � cylinder diameters to 1400 mm (55 

inches)

Specialized HY-grade materials
 � PTFE based
 � PEEK based
 � advanced polymers

Service and repair
 � packing cases
 � piston-rod and piston

HOERBIGER has the right sealing technology 
for every application

www.hoerbiger.com
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HOERBIGER is active throughout the world in the oil, gas, and process industries, in the automotive 
industry, and in safety solutions. In 2018, its 7,000 employees achieved sales of 1.222 billion euros in 110 
locations and 48 countries. Our products and services are used in reciprocating compressors, gas flow 
control units, vehicle transmissions, gas-powered engines, automobile hydraulics, and comprehensive 
explosion protection solutions. It is our shared ambition to deliver excellence for our customers. As a 
result, we create an environment which allows our employees to develop their full potential and 
demonstrate initiative: people and success go hand in hand at HOERBIGER.

© HOERBIGER 2019  
This document comprises a general overview of the products described herein. It is solely for informational purposes and does not 
represent a warranty or guarantee. Contact HOERBIGER for detailed design and engineering information suitable to your specific application. 
HOERBIGER reserves the right to modify its products and related product information at any time without prior notice.

  


